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QUESTION 1

Which design criteria drives the selection of G.8032 in an ISP network design? 

A. To gradually degrade the Ethernet rings\\' performance when it becomes saturated. 

B. To make full use of Ethernet rings\\' redundant paths. 

C. To achieve fast failover between two upstream Ethernet ring paths to the network core. 

D. To prevent loops on Ethernet rings. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Refer to the exhibit. 

You are designing a loop-free hierarchical VPLS service. Which two design considerations should be implemented for
the pseudowires between the N-PE and U-PE routers? (Choose two.) 

A. Disable split horizon toward the N-PE routers. 

B. Disable split horizon toward the U-PE router. 

C. Enable split horizon toward the U-PE router. 

D. Enable split horizon toward the N-PE routers. 

E. Disable MAC learning on the U-PE route. 

F. Disable MAC learning on the N-PE routers. 
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Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 3

Your enterprise customer has asked where they should deploy flow monitoring in their network to monitor traffic
between branch offices. What is your design recommendation? 

A. at the edge of the network so that user traffic will be seen 

B. at the central site, because all traffic from the remotes will be seen there. 

C. in the core, because all traffic will be seen there 

D. in the data center, because all user traffic will be seen there 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

During a corporate merger, a network designer is asked for a solution that will provide connectivity between the two
enterprise networks. The solution must have the ability to support video sessions so that the CEO can message merger
activities to the employees. The designer decides to consider multicast as a transport with MSDP to provide
redundancy. Which transport feature does the network designer need to apply to the interconnecting firewall to ensure
that Source-Active messages between the MSDP peers can be sent in both enterprise networks? 

A. unicast over a UDP connection 

B. multicast over a UDP connection 

C. unicast over a TCP connection 

D. multicast over a TCP connection 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the most efficient method of implementing IP multicast in a network without using RPs? 

A. Implement PIM dense mode multicast to eliminate the need for RPs. 

B. Implement source-specific multicast and utilize the functionality of IGMPv2 to replace the RPs. 

C. Implement source-specific multicast and utilize the functionality of IGMPv3 to replace the RPs. 

D. RPs can\\'t be eliminated; they\\'re mandatory in multicast networks. 

Correct Answer: C 
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